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TEACHER RESOURCE MATERIALS - HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE 
 
 
Teacher Resource Materials are a guide designed to enhance students’ knowledge 
about, and responses to, performance experiences. It provides information about the 
performance, student activities, advice about audience roles and responsibilities, and 
resources for further investigation by students and teachers. 
 
Teacher Resource Materials gives you, the educator, the ability to prepare your 
students for the process of reading and interpreting a performance whether that be 
through performance themes, form and style, or design elements.  
 
Experience and research indicate that students’ understanding of, and responses to, 
performance are enhanced through sound educational experiences. This material 
will help you lead students to discover information, to explore processes, and to 
respond in critical and creative ways. 
 
Because teachers are accountable for how students use time during the school day, 
time at performances, like time in the classroom, must be justified for educational 
value. Teacher Resource Materials ensures that learning outcomes for performances 
are both appropriate and clear. 
 
 
As an educator, you may like to make use of all the activities in this guide to prepare 
your students to view and unpack the performance. However, Brisbane Festival also 
understands that your visit to a performance is not a one off event, but forms part of 
a larger unit of classroom work – an investigation into contemporary theatre, the use 
of the elements of drama within a theatrical performance, or enabling students to 
analyze a performance work using the structures of theatre criticism.  Therefore you 
may not wish to use all the suggested activities, but ‘pick and mix’ what is 
appropriate for your classroom work and your students. 
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Brisbane Festival presents: 
Three Sisters by Anton Chekhov 
Venue: Playhouse Theatre 
 
Season:  29t July – 3r August 2008 
Director................................. …… Declan Donnellan 
Set and Costume Designer - …..  Nick Ormerod  
Lighting Designer - ............... ….. Judith Greenwood 
Assistant Director – ............. ….. Evgeny Pisarve 
Featuring: .............................  Alexey Dadonov, Ekaterina Sibiryakova, Evenia 
Dmitrieva, Irins Grineva, Nelli Uvarova, Sergey 
Lanbamin, Alexander Feklistov, Artem Smakin, 
Andrey Merzlikin, Igor Yasulovich, Makhail 
Zhigalov, Yury Makeev and Makhail Dementiev. 
.............................................  Cast biographies are not in this document but 
are located in the Brisbane Festival 2008 
Program for Three Sisters by Cheek by Jowl. 
Synopsis  
Three Sisters by Anton Chekhov is the story of three sisters living in a provincial 
town outside of Moscow, Russia.  The three sisters were moved to the small town 
from Moscow eleven years earlier by their father who passed away a year before the 
play begins.  The story reveals the lives of three sisters, Olga, Irena and Mahsa and 
their eternal struggle to overcome the dissatisfaction of their mundane lives.  Despite 
the sisters being very well educated and having many visitors to the house they live 
in and share with their brother and his wife, the women feel isolated and alone and 
long to return to Moscow. Thus, the themes of the play include alienation, 
depression, desperation and loneliness.  These themes are what the three sisters 
struggle to deal with and accept is the reality of what their lives have become.    
 
Viewing Three Sisters through the eyes of visionary director Declan Donnellan (co-
founder of British Theatre Company, Cheek by Jowl) with a Russian cast 
encapsulates the universal perspectives in the story that anyone can relate to.  The 
rich theatre experience is deepened by the history of the play, the style, the language 
and the versatility of the acting ensemble.        
 
CONTENT SUITABILITY  for Thee Sisters 
Year Levels 11 and 12 
Language No coarse language 
Sexual References Low level of mild sexual references 
Setting A house in a provincial city, 1900. 
CURRICULUM APPLICATIONS 
Drama Realism, Russian Theatre, Acting 
techniques 
English Texts in contexts, Construction of texts. 
Studies of Society and Environment- 
Modern History 
Modernism, Feminism 
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 ORIENTATING  ACTIVITIES 
  
The Playwright – Anton Chekhov 
Anton Chekhov (1860 – 1904) was born in southern Russia and is one of the world 
greatest playwrights.  The style he wrote in was realism and his works focus on the 
lives of ordinary people, set in Russia but with deliberate universality. Chekhov 
studied medicine in Moscow, however he did not practice due to his health and his 
intense interest in writing.  Chekhov started to write short stories while he studied at 
university.  These stories became a source of income for the writer through his time 
at university. He began his playwriting career in the 1880’s with one-act farces, 
including The Marriage Proposal and The Bear. It wasn’t until 1896 that Chekhov, 
aged 36, wrote his first full length play The Sea Gull which caught the eye of theatre 
executives and received poor reviews when it was first produced in St. Petersburg.  
“Two years later, it was a brilliant success with the new Moscow Arts Theatre and 
established his reputation as a major playwright.”  (Barranger, 2004, p155). 
 
The Moscow Arts Theatre established by Konstantin Stanislavski revolutionised a 
new style of acting.  The Moscow Arts Theatre was the leading theatre company in 
the world that was bringing the new style of Realism to the stage.  Previously, 
Melodrama and Romanticism were the major theatre movements and audiences 
were becoming irritated that they were not seeing life on stage that they could relate 
to.  Stanislavski himself innovated one of the most disciplined and influential styles of 
acting still used today.  The style known as the Stanislavski system or “The Method” 
has a strong emphasis on emotional recall and realistic acting.  His method is still 
heavily used by actors and acting schools around the world today.  Barranger (2004, 
p.155) comments on Stanislavski’s relationship to Chekhov: 
 
“Chekhov’s career was defined by his association with the Moscow Arts 
Theatre between 1898 and 1904.  He redefined stage realism by writing plays 
without direct, purposive action which chronicled lives of rural Russians.  
Director Konstantin Stanislavsky’s methods of interpreting the inner truth of 
Chekhov’s characters and the mood of his plays resulted in one of the great 
theatrical collaborations.”   
 
This partnership lead to the success of Chekhov’s last thee plays that are considered 
to be masterpieces of the stage in the Realism movement. At the turn of the 20th 
Century, he penned his classics Uncle Vanya, The Three Sisters, and The Cherry 
Orchard.  Aged 44, Anton Chekhov died in Germany and his body was laid to rest in 
the country he had loved and devoted his working life to, Russia. 
 
The Company, The Director – Cheek by Jowl, Declan Donnellan 
Cheek by Jowl, founded in 1981 by director Declan Donnellan and designer Nick 
Ormerod produces large contemporary adaptations of classic works by altering their 
original form.  Declan Donnellan, the director of Three Sisters at Brisbane Festival 
2008, adheres to the theatrical style of Realism with exceptions to the sets and 
design.  Cheek by Jowl has produced “some of the finest theatre scenes on the 
contemporary world stage: Shakespeare, Middleton, Webster, Restoration comedy, 
European classics (from Sophocles to Racine to Larca), new work (like Tony 
Kushner’s Angels in America and Homebody/Kabul), and re-discoveries of forgotten 
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texts (like Ostrovsky’s A Family Affair).  Reappraising classic texts is a company 
trademark.” (Rutter, 2007, p.1)  
 
Declan Donnellan's philosophy regarding acting and the actor has strong 
connections to that of Stanislavski’s method.  Despite the traditional and classical 
texts Donnellan chooses to work on, the forming of the performance is very unique 
and contemporary in contrast to the traditional and rigid structures that have 
previously defined Realism.  “Donnellan believes that the art of the theatre is the art 
of the actor. So he doesn’t come to rehearsals with ideas he wants to impose.  
Cheek by Jowl productions grow organically out of rehearsals, out of the stuff actors 
discover moving in space, owning words written (sometimes) four hundred years 
ago, making 400 year old arguments and actions matter – urgently – to spectators 
today.”  (Rutter,2007, p1).  The English company Cheek by Jowl has a strong 
connection with the Moscow Arts Theatre and in 1999 was invited by the Russian 
Theatre Confederation to form a partnership to Cheek by Jowl in Russia.  Through 
this partnership an ensemble of actors was created and produced their first work 
Boris Godunov by Pushkin.  This ensemble has performed a multitude of other works 
and has toured the world.  It is this ensemble that has created and performs Cheek 
by Jowl’s Three Sisters at the Brisbane Festival 2008.      
 
Cheek by Jowl focuses on the humanity and commonality between different cultures.  
“often seeing our work in front of different cultures gives us a deeper insight for what 
is more intimate, more common, we try to examine more attentively what it is to be 
human and try to capture what is essential” ( Donnellan in Rutter, 2007, p8). It is this 
strong focus on universality that makes Cheek by Jowls work so powerful to an array 
of different cultures and audiences.   
 
Why Russian? 
It is important to note the focus and links between Three Sisters, Chekhov, 
Stanislavski, The Moscow Arts Theatre, Cheek by Jowl, Donnellan and Russia.  The 
performance of Three Sisters is in Russian, the original language the text was written 
in and performed in at the turn of the 20th century.  The common thread is the style 
Realism; born, developed and perfected in Russia by Stanislavski using the texts 
written by Chekhov.  The Moscow Arts Theatre revolutionised theatre and heavily 
informed the Realist movement in the dramatic arts.  To see Three Sisters performed 
in Russian, by Russian actors is the opportunity to see the original text and language 
performed in a relevant, stylised, contemporary form. It is through this lens that we 
view a classic story of three sisters living and surviving in a world that perhaps has 
not changed much at all.     
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ENHANCING ACTIVITIES 
 
DRAMA 
Introducing Chekhov and Stanislavski 
       Before viewing the play, it is important that students have some understanding 
of why the play is considered to be an iconic work in the realist style. Outlining the 
shift from romanticism’s melodrama in the late 1800’s to realism is an important step 
in contextualising this contrasting style.  
 
The relationship between the playwright Anton Chekhov and the director Konstantin 
Stanislavski was one that would revolutionise modern realism. Chekhov used 
language to create believable characters in realistic, universal and timeless 
situations, whilst Stanislavski worked closely with actors to transform them into 
‘becoming’ their characters. The result was a highly successful theatrical 
collaboration; today, companies and acting schools around the world still use 
Chekhov’s work and Stanislavski techniques to train highly disciplined and versatile 
actors. 
 
This learning episode focusing on acting techniques is designed to engage students 
in the learning and to make explicit links between Chekhov, Stanislavski and the text, 
Three Sisters.  
 
After outlining brief histories of Chekhov and Stanislavski, provide students with 
some information about Stanislavski acting techniques and methods. An excellent 
and concise resource for this work can be found in the text, Acting in Person and in 
Style in Australia, (2007, p.182-188) found in most school libraries around the state. 
 
Ask students to work in pairs and distribute a copy of a significant monologue from 
the play to each group. There are a large number of suitable pieces in Three Sisters 
that students will be able to work with. Working together ask students to determine 
the motivation for each idea in the speech and, if possible, for each word. Students 
take turns in delivering the speech using intonation, pauses and natural 
expressiveness. Finally, they add natural gestures to accompany vocal delivery. 
 
If time permits, get students to put the text down and improvise the speeches in their 
own words. Ask them to return to the actual text and see if it has become any richer 
or clearer. 
 
This deconstruction of the text is one way of introducing the rigorous methods of 
approaching the text as an actor using Stanislavski acting techniques. Other practical 
activities that will engage students in the realist style are those that require students 
to feel and do. Linking practical workshops that cover voice, movement and 
emotional memory to theory and key practitioners such as Stanislavski, will ground 
students in theoretical concepts and engage and deepen the learning in the 
classroom. 
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For further lesson ideas and activities based on Realistic Acting Techniques, please 
refer to the chapter ‘Realism and Naturalism’ in the text mentioned earlier, Acting in 
Person and in Style in Australia (2007). 
 
ENGLISH 
Anton Chekhov’s Three Sisters is a highly stylised and rich work can be used as the 
key text in a dramatic literature unit in years 11 and 12. A focus on critical literacy in 
the interrogation of this text will provide rich learning experiences for students. 
Studying how discourses, textual features, genre and register interact within the play, 
will reveal how the text works within its context and will also uncover the inherent 
construction of the work. 
 
A focused learning episode that identifies discourses within the text will aid students 
in understanding the context of the work during their reading of the play. Distribute 
short sections of the text to the class. Select monologues or lines of dialogue that 
having clear underpinning discourses, so that students are able to identify them 
clearly under analysis. Irena’s monologue at the beginning of Act 1 has a clear 
underpinning discourse of work and this is conjured by specific textual features and 
the register of the speech.  
These following extracts may also be beneficial in beginning class discussion on the 
underlying discourses in the play: 
 
Olga: I’m only twenty-eight after all… I suppose that everything God wills must be 
right and good, but I can’t help thinking sometimes that if I got married and stayed at 
home, it would have been a better thing for me. (pause) I would have been very fond 
of my husband. 
 
Soliony: If a man starts philosophising, you call that philosophy, or possibly just 
sophistry, but if a woman or a couple of women start philosophising you call 
that….what would you call it, now? Ask me another! 
 
Key Questions in Textual Analysis 
What values, attitudes and beliefs are evident in the text? What words, phrases, 
features indicate this? 
Who is the intended audience of the work? 
For what purposes do you think the text was created? 
What kind of view of the world is being presented in the text? 
Do you think the text is relevant today? What has changed? What has not changed? 
 
Another effective way of identifying discourses is to use a retrieval chart, in which 
students list words, phrases and textual features and then interpret the meaning of 
the use of these words by identifying the representation that is being constructed.  
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SOSE- Modern History 
 Three Sisters is a highly contextualised text set in provincial Russia in 1900. 
However, it important to note that story is timeless and universal: it is relevant to 
audiences worldwide, even in current times. 
Researching the lives of Russian people at the turn of the 20th century, may be an 
interesting way to introduce Three Sisters to students before they see the play. 
Artefacts such as letters, journal entries, poetry, images and photographs, short films 
and textbooks will give students valuable insights of the real lives of Russian 
individuals. 
 
SYNTHESISING ACTIVITIES 
Thinking, talking about, and responding to the performance 
 
After viewing the performance a discussion with students is needed to unpack the 
form, style and content of the performance. The following questions will provide a 
basis for discussion to occur. The questions may be tackled individually, in small 
groups or whole class discussions. 
 
Questions to initiate class discussion after viewing the play 
What do you think were the main themes/ issues/ messages of the play? Are these 
themes still relevant today? 
 
From your knowledge about Realism, what elements of the show do you think were 
trademarks of the realist style? Which were not?  
Why do you think the director/designer made these choices? 
 
Possible task questions for extended written responses 
 
Do you think Cheek by Jowl’s production of Three Sisters, featured in the 2008 
Brisbane Festival is relevant for audiences today? Why/Why not?  
(Make specific references to the performance and the text in your response). 
 
How were the elements of drama manipulated in the production of Three Sisters to 
create dramatic meaning? 
 
Possible Presenting Task 
Choose a significant monologue from the play Three Sisters, or suitable Chekhov 
play as negotiated with your teacher, and present to the class individually in role. 
Use Realistic Acting Techniques studied in class to truthfully present your role as the 
text describes. Consider design aspects such as set, lighting and costumes. 
 
 
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS  
One basis for taking students to view live performance is to enable students to 
analyze a play in performance. They will therefore need some prior exposure to 
concepts of ‘theatre analysis’. One way of doing this would be to provide them with a 
range of written resources that explore theatre from a variety of perspectives. These 
may include: 
 
The ‘Theatrical Review’ 
Whilst the ‘Theatrical Review’ may not strictly speaking be a form of pure theatre 
analysis, it is nonetheless a way of enabling students to gain an understanding of a 
particular reviewers’ perspective. These will also introduce them to the idea of 
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making critical judgments. 
 
Production Company Notes 
Many theatre companies now produce extensive notes for students on their various 
productions. These notes often include interviews with the director, designers, and 
actors and are aimed at providing students with an insight into the collaborative 
nature of theatrical production. 
 
The Program 
Many programs also include material on the play – a review, an interview with the 
director and may provide a source for some additional material for the students.  
 
Magazines/Newspapers 
There are a number of theatrical magazines that provide some level of analytical 
response to theatrical performance.  
 
The Internet 
The Internet is rich in a variety of theatre resources, but there are few websites 
dedicated to the specifics of current theatre performances in Australia. One site 
which does have a variety of contemporary reviews is http://www.stageleft.com.au
 
The following worksheet from Queensland Studies Authority Sourcebook Module 
titled Spotlight on Script will help your students to structure information post-
performance in readiness to write a performance review. 
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PHOTOCOPY RESOURCE  
WRITING A REVIEW – PART 1 
Here are some questions you may want to consider when you are thinking about a 
play in production. Use drama terminology when jotting down ideas. 
 
What is the title of the play and what 
expectations does this set up? 
 
Who wrote it? When was it written? Was 
it written for a particular purpose? What 
were the circumstances under which it 
was written (for example, in response to 
an incident or event, for a commission, in 
collaboration with a youth theatre 
company)? 
 
What is the theme? Does the play have a 
particular message or several 
messages? 
 
What is the plot (in as few words as 
possible)? 
 
Is it set in another time or place? When? 
Where? How did that impact on the 
staging? Costume? Make-up? 
 
 
How did the venue and performance 
space affect the staging? 
What was the set like and how did that 
support the play and the performances? 
 
 
How did lighting/sound/media support the 
production? Were there any special 
effects? 
 
 
Were all the actors believable in their 
roles? Could you see and hear them? Did 
you feel any connection with them? Did 
any stand out? 
 
 
What style would you say this play 
belongs to? What aspects of the style 
could you see? 
 
 
What form or structure did the play 
follow? 
Was there a clear pattern to the tension? 
 
What contributed to the mood of the 
production? How was this managed and 
changed throughout? 
 
What struck you about the roles, 
relationships and language? 
 
Did the production highlight any elements 
or conventions of drama in unusual 
ways? 
How? Why? 
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WRITING A REVIEW – PART 2 
The following information and activities are drawn from Centre Stage (2000) by 
Mathew Clausen pp. 88-89. The flowchart may assist students in the writing phase 
after viewing a performance. 
 
After watching a performance, you will have quite a strong sense of whether or not a 
performance was effective. This is usually reinforced through feelings of whether or 
not you were engaged, moved, excited or disinterested. Using the words from the 
reviewers and interviewer as well as students’ own impressions and understandings, 
undertake an analysis the performance according to the following categories and 
questions. This could be done in written or oral form. 
 
PLOT  
This is the actual action that happens on stage. Try to reduce the whole story into a 
brief paragraph that includes all the main events. 
 
DISCUSS THEMES AND ISSUES 
Outline the themes and issues that your feel were important in the play. The themes 
and issues carry the message of the play and are important in helping the audience 
gain meaning from the performance. 
 
ANALYSE CHARACTER OBJECTIVE AND MOTIVATION 
Describe and analyse the characters. To find the character’s objective, ask yourself 
the question: What does the character want to achieve by the end of the play? 
To find the character’s motivation, ask yourself the question: Why does the character 
want to achieve their goal? 
 
EVALUATE THE PERFORMER 
How well did the actors use body language to express their character? 
Were their movements and gestures appropriate for their character? 
How well did they use their voice to express character and deliver lines? 
How focused did they seem during their performance? 
How convincing did the performer seem in their portrayal of their character? 
 
COMMENT ON THE USE OF PRODUCTION ELEMENTS 
Were the costumes suitable for the characters? How did the choice of colours and 
designs suit the overall look of the performance? 
Was the set an effective use of space? Was the set easy for the actors to manoeuvre 
around. In terms of colour and layout, did its design enhance the performance? 
Did the signs and symbols used within the production enhance meaning? 
Was special lighting used at any time for a particular effect? 
Did the use of live or recorded sound enhance or detract from the performance? 
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RESOURCES TO ASSIST UNDERSTANDING 
 
In Print 
 
Barranger, M. (2004). Understanding Plays- Third Edition, Pearson Education Inc, 
Sydney. 
 
Beneditti, J.  (1982).  Stanislavski: An Introduction, London, Methuen,. 
 
Chekhov, A. (1986). Anton Chekhov: Plays, Penguin, Ringwood. 
 
Crawford, J., Hurst, C., Lugering, M., Wimmer, C. (2007). Acting In Person and in 
Style in Australia, McGraw Hill, Sydney. 
 
Gordon, M. (1988). The Stanislavsky technique: Russia, New York, applause theatre 
pub. 
 
Gottlieb, V. (2004). Anton Chekhov at the Moscow Art Theatre, Taylor and Francis, 
USA. 
 
 
On the Web  
 
Barbican Education. 2007. Cheek by Jowl Education Pack: 
http://www.cheekbyjowl.com/participate/resources.html
 
The Moscow Arts Theatre – Actors Studio 
www.actors-studio.com
 
Stella Adler Studio of Acting  
www.stellaadler.com/stanislavski.html
 
All the Internet address (URLs) given were correct at the time of research and printing. However, due to the dynamic 
nature of the Internet, some addresses may have changed, or sites may have ceased to exist. No responsibility for 
any such changes can be accepted by either the writers or Brisbane Festival. 
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